CCMB, RCB and IISER, Tirupati, jointly organized ‘Muscle & Disease Conference’

Three scientists at DBT’s Institute of Stem Cell Science and Regenerative Medicine (inStem), Bengaluru, presented their work in a two-day virtual conference held on 06-07 November, 2020 on 'Muscles & Diseases'.

Dr. Arvind Ramanathan’s research focuses on metabolic control of skeletal muscle homeostasis during atrophy, aging and injury. Dr. Minhaj Sirajuddin uses high resolution structural biology and microscopy to study molecules and structures related to the heart. Dr. Dhandapany Perundurai’s laboratory explores new genes, mechanisms and drugs that have significant clinical and curative impact on cardiomyopathies. The meeting was jointly organized by Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB), Hyderabad, Regional Centre for Biotechnology (RCB), Faridabad and Indian Institutes of Science Education and Research (IISER), Tirupati. The meeting brought together basic researchers from diverse disciplines and clinicians to brainstorm on key challenges and foster collaborative efforts between groups to address these.
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